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Nordkapp Avant 605

  

 GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS   

 

 

Length Over All   6,06 m

Total Width   2,20 m

Maximum Allowed Engine   150 KS

Recommended Engine   140 KS

Weight   925 kg

Maximum Number of Passengers   7

Engine Shaft   L

 

  

 STANDARD EQUIPMENT   

 

 

Bow navigation lights

Bow railings

Compass

Cabin doors and bow passage door
Electrical installation

Electric bilge pump

Flagstaff

Fire extinguisher

Fuel tank 122 liters
Glass holders in cockpit

Leather steering wheel
Manual bilge pump

Navigation light on the mast

Stern ladder
Switch box

Skippers footrest

Skippers seat with adjustable pedestal

BASIC MODEL PRICE .................... 27.733,00 € (208.954,29 HRK)

VAT is not included into the price. Transport is included in listed prices. We reserve the right to modify the specifications of our models without prior notice. Tecaj 1 EUR = 7.53450 HRK

Product photos are illustrative, and do not always have to correspond in all details to the products that are the subject of the offer.
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 OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
  

 

 

Antyfouling   493 € (3.714,51 HRK) 

Baystar hydraulic steering - with

cylinder

  1048 € (7.896,16 HRK) 

Bow thruster   2478 € (18.670,49 HRK) 

Camper canopy - Black   1705 € (12.846,32 HRK) 

Electrical installation for 2 batteries   328 € (2.471,32 HRK) 

Electric refrigerator   1169 € (8.807,83 HRK) 

Front sunbed cushions - Macadamia

Storm

  234 € (1.763,07 HRK) 

Front sunbed cushions   360 € (2.712,42 HRK) 

Harbour canopy - White   406 € (3.059,01 HRK) 

Hydraulic steering system Seastar -

with cylinder

  1426 € (10.744,20 HRK) 

Hydraulic steering system Mercury   1222 € (9.207,16 HRK) 

Hydraulic steering system Mercury

with tilt

  1375 € (10.359,94 HRK) 

Trough hull transducer Garmin

GT15M-IH

  266 € (2.004,18 HRK) 

Table in cockpit - upholstered   445 € (3.352,85 HRK) 

Table in cockpit - upholstered

Macadamia Strom

  445 € (3.352,85 HRK) 

Upholstery - Macadamia Storm   At request 

Winshield wiper   332 € (2.501,45 HRK) 

 

  

 BOAT DESCRIPTION
  

 

 

Avant 605 is a member of Avant family. It is family boat and beautiful bowrider with large space and full coverage behind full-width windscreen

made for nice family or friends' tours.

Avant 605 has well functioning hull and wide choice of additional equipment, such as cooler, canopy and chart plotter.

Avant 605 has a lot of storage space and canopy is laid down in stern bench. Stern bench also has enough room for diving and water-ski

equipment.

The top hanged hatch in storage space in console can be put in two different positions. Position 90 degrees makes it a table in the cockpit.

Bow hatch in Avant 605 is wider in front which makes boarding easy. Also you don't have to walk on cushion in front because it is divided into

two and can be moved up.   

 

NOTES: 

 

 

 

 

Vitam Agere d.o.o. is authorized dealer for Nordkapp and Sting boats      
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